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Introduction
Hello
It’s been a strange start to 2021 for all us. However, as Dr Dickenson has said on many occasions, we
are impressed with the pupils’ and staff’s resilience to adapt and get on with providing or engaging with
education and learning. Parents have been unfaltering in their support of helping pupils to organise
and navigate their way through a typical ‘school day’ whilst juggling the demands of their own ‘to do
list’. It really has been a team effort and reinforces what a unique and supportive wider community we
have here at The Chantry School.
But it has been hard, particularly for you, as pupils. We do not have any firm return date to school and
all the signs suggest it looks set to continue. Therefore, it is important we remind ourselves that school
is more than just classroom learning; it is holistic and it is about providing experiences. Many of us
have commented we are missing the multiple extra curricular enrichment opportunities and residentials
we usually have on offer. It is what makes school memorable. Coupled with this, we think it is a good
idea for pupils to recharge their batteries and be kind to themselves.
With this in mind, we came up with the idea of introducing Wellbeing Wednesday on 3rd & 10th
February which the whole community are invited to take part in. Our rationale is quite simple. We
want you all to have:
•
•
•
•

An opportunity to engage in learning beyond the classroom,
A virtual extra- curricular experience,
Time away from the computer,
The chance to engage in the 5 pillars of wellbeing:
 Connect with other people

 Be physically active
 Learn New Skills
 Give to others
 Pay attention to the present moment
Pupils in school will be engaging in a range of activities from offsite orienteering, baking, wacky
practicals such as making rainbows, pottery classes and so on.
For pupils at home, every department has provided you with several activities that can be safely
completed at home or the local environment, once consent is gained from adults. You are free to
choose whether you do one or several of them; there are varying lengths of activities. Take the time to
scan through. There will be something for everyone.
We want you to upload your photos or experiences to your TEAMS tutor group. There will be prizes
and awards for the best efforts.

There is not a lot else to do, so we really do hope you will have a go. You may decide to set up remote
groups to complete together or challenge each other.
So, go on! Have a go! Enjoy yourself! Do something different and take a breath. And it doesn’t have
to be just on a Wednesday.
We look forward to seeing your efforts and achievements.

Mrs N Clear
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Art
Activity 1: Creative drawings with everyday objects
Draw around an everyday object to turn it into something
new.
Find some household objects, e.g., paper clip, fork, food.
Place object onto paper.
Draw legs/arms around the object. Or whatever you can think
of! Bunch of grapes? No, it is a bunch of balloons! Draw a
man holding on.
Resources: Pen or pencil, plain paper a range of household
objects.
Time: 30minutes – 2hours depends on how many you create!
Google: Creative drawings with everyday objects, for
Inspiration.

*

*

*

Activity 2: Photographing your environment.

Go for a walk outside or around your house, go in your
garden or gather interesting objects in your house.
Take photos of your environment.
Take photos in interesting ways, zoom in, from above,
from below, from an angle.
Turn on the grid function on your camera and try to
apply the rules of thirds, this is when there is a point of
interest on the cross sections on the grid.
Pick your best photos – you could edit or add filters.
Resources: Camera/camera phone
Time: 1 hour – 2 hours depends on how far you walk
Google: photographing the ordinary, for inspiration

*

*

*

Activity3: Land Art

Creating art using your environment and nature.
Google land art and Andy Goldsworthy for some
inspiration. (10mins)
Go for a walk or use your garden
Collect leaves, stones, sticks whatever you find and
arrange into a pattern, try and find groups of colours.
Resources: Camera/camera phone and nature!
Time: 1hour – 2 hours
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Computer Science
Activity 1: Algorithms
Think about an everyday task - imagine you are writing a computer programme that breaks down the steps
of the task and lists the process.
Below is an example of an algorithm for making a cup of tea:
Fill the kettle with water.
Boil the water in the kettle.
Add a teabag to a cup.
Pour some of the boiled water into the cup and gently stir.
Add milk to the cup.
Add sugar to the cup.
Remove the teabag from the cup.
Stir the tea.
Drink the tea.

The activity is to think of a task that helps you or your family out, e.g. cooking a meal, doing the washing,
clean and tidying your room. Then do the task (yup, even cleaning your room) but note down each step as
you do it (like the example above).
You will need a pen and paper to write down the steps (the algorithm) and depending on the task should
take you no more than 30 minutes.

* * *
Activity 2: Computers everywhere

Choose a room(s) in your house and find/list all the devices that might contain a computer (however basic)
e.g. kitchen – microwave, fridge, oven, dish washer etc.
You will need a pen and paper to list the devices. Depending on the room(s) this should take you no longer
than 30 minutes.

* * *
Activity 3: Smart devices – the future?
Design/draw a smart device – increasingly our household devices are becoming ‘smart’ and connected to
the internet. Think about the doorbells that show on a mobile phone who is at the door, or a smart fridge
that can suggest recipes based on contents and can reorder your groceries for delivery.
Let your imagination go nuts!
I’ve always wanted a pillow that remains cool, monitors my sleep, gently vibrates to wake me up/send me to
sleep, has built in speakers, takes calls and you can still wash! The ‘Chillow’!
For this activity you will need a piece of paper and colouring pens to draw your design, don’t forget to
annotate/label your device to highlight some of the smart features. The activity should take no longer
than 1 hour.
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DRAMA
Activity 1: Tell Us A Joke!!
Gather your best jokes, these might be ones you already know or perhaps ones you create yourself!!
Have you got what it takes to be a Stand-Up Comedian?! Plan and practice your material, aim to create a 5-minute
set to share with others. This could be live to family members at home or recorded to share with others near and far.
Can you spread the gift of a smile/laughter?
Equipment: All you need is yourself, a few jokes/funny stories and a sense of humour! Oh, and an audience or phone
to record!! If you wanted you could add props, costume etc. to your set.
The outcome is to get your audience to smile/laugh, to brighten their day, and yours! Laughter is infectious so why
not be the one to spread it.
Time: approx. 1hour to plan, practise and perform

Activity 2: An Interview with…

* * *

Be the next Piers Morgan with this activity…. How much can you find out about someone?
Your mission, if you choose to accept, is to put someone in the hot seat and question them until you can find out no
more! How nosey are you? How much do you actually know about your family members? Ever fancied yourself as a
TV presenter/journalist? If so then, this is the task for you. Compile as many questions as you can, create yourself an
alter-ego, ready to hot seat like you have never hot seated someone before….
Equipment: All you need is yourself, perhaps some prepared questions on some flashcards and someone to
Interview.
The outcome is to find out as much as you can about someone, if it is someone you know well then this is your
opportunity to find out even more. Go beyond the surface level and dig deep!
Time: approx. 30mins-1hr to plan, practise and hot seat.

* * *
Activity 3: Present your own nature programme…
Fancy yourself as the next David Attenborough? Get outdoors and present your very own Nature programme.
Don’t know much about Wildlife, Nature? Doesn’t matter, make it up, it will make it all the more entertaining! Use your
own pets or whatever you come across on your travels outdoors.
You could imitate the great wonder himself, David Attenborough or you could create a new, upcoming presenter….
Equipment: All you need is yourself, an imagination and a phone to record it if you want to, or why not get someone
else involved as your very own cameraman.
The outcome is to produce your own Nature programme, it can be informative or purely for entertainment, it really
doesn’t matter, as long as you have fun doing it!
Time: approx. 1hour
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DT
Activity 1: Food - Celebratory cake or biscuit
Design and/or make a cake or biscuit to lift the spirits of another person. Create a celebratory cake/biscuit
for a special occasion or event or simply to cheer another person up.
Resources: Flour / Butter / Sugar / Eggs / Icing / Cocoa powder / Chocolate / Decorations / Blank cake or
biscuit outlines to add your own inspired design.
Outcome: Large decorated sponge cake / Individual small cakes / Decorated biscuits / At home – a
decorated digestive biscuit or similar.
For more information about this task, you will find a resource sheet on The Chantry School website/
Covid19 information/ Wednesday Wellbeing Event/ DT

* * *
Activity 2: 3D-Design - Board game to keep you active
Design a board game to encourage physical activity during this lockdown.
Complete the physical challenges before moving on or else go back spaces
Resources: Card coloured pens/pencils
Outcome: Board game Rules of play
Physical challenge cards

* * *
Activity 3: Graphics - Leaf Art
Get out in the fresh air to discover the delights of nature. Collect a range of natural objects which can be
used to create theme based art.
Resources: PVA glue / A4 coloured card or a cereal packet for the card background
Outcome: Picture, collage, model

* * *
See The Chantry School Website/Covid19 Information/Wellbeing Wednesday Event/ for further DT
resource sheets
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English
Activity 1: Write a letter to a neighbour / grandparent / etc. to be posted (to connect with others/ to give to others):
Resources: Pen/Paper/Envelope/Stamp
Outcome: To have sent a hand-written letter
Timing: 1 hour

* * *

Activity 2: Lost Words (learn new skills / be physically active):

Find a word that is disappearing from our language but is related to nature. Once you have chosen your word, create
an image based on this word by using natural resources (sticks / leaves / etc.). Finish by writing a poem based on
your image.
Upload your image to TEAMs
Resources: Natural resources (sticks / leaves / etc.) / Paper /PVA glue / Pen
Outcome: To have created a natural picture of a word that is disappearing from our language.
Timing: 1-2 hours

* * *

Activity 3: Recreation (to connect with others)

Recreate a scene from a book that you are reading or studying by using household objects (cutlery/Lego/toilet rolls/
clothes/whatever you have available). Take a photo of your scene or upload a video of animation. Discuss your work
with someone you live with, explaining what you chose / what you did / why / etc.
Resources: Household items / Camera / video recorder
Outcomes: To have recreated a scene from a story using household items
Timings: 1-2 hours

* * *

Activity 4: Fashion design (connecting with others / learn a new skill)
Gather old paper / cut up old clothes / newspaper / magazines / leaves / foil / plastic bags / etc. Design a costume for
a character in a book you have read or are studying. Discuss what you have done / how you have done it / why you
have done it with someone that you live with.
Take a photo and upload to TEAMS
Resources: Material / paper / foil / plastic bag / old clothes / etc / Scissors /Glue
Outcome: To create a costume / fashion piece for a character
Timings: 1 - 2 hours

* * *

Activity 5: Design a menu (learn a new skill / connect with others / give to others)

Think about what a character from a book (that you have read or are studying) would like to eat for a three-course
meal.
Design and create the menu using paper and colouring pens.
If possible, have a go at making something from your menu and give it to someone that you live with.
Resources: Paper / Colouring pens / Ingredients (if possible) / Pen
Outcome: To have created a menu for a character
Timings: 1 - 2 hours
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Geography
Activity 1: Create a landscape/landform using items around you
These can be recycled materials, things from the garden, or household items like the Expedia Advert.
Resources: Anything you can find!
Permission to make a mess! (and of course tidy it up afterwards)
Outcome: A brand new landscape to photograph! Pay attention to the present—Express yourself
Time: 1 hour (plus organising)

Activity 2: Create a geography game

* * *

Create a game that explores a geographical concept. It could explore recycling, sustainability, development, wildlife, political geography, or any other geographical concept or issue.
Oh and don’t forget to design your tokens, too!
Resources: Paper / Pens / Pencils / Dice
Outcome: Completed board game with tokens and instructions. Connect with other people. Learn new skills
Time: 2 hours
Activity 3: A-Z Wildlife Walk

* * *

Whilst out on a walk, try to find something from every letter of the alphabet. You can go in any order, and write
down what you find for each letter as you go, or you can make it extra tricky and try to find them all in order.
Resources: Nothing but yourself (and perhaps a pencil and paper to keep track).
Outcome: 26 items/places from each letter of the alphabet.
Be physically active
Pay attention to the present

Time: 1-2 hours (depending on length of walk)
Activity 4: Garden Crafts

* * *

Welcome nature into your garden by adding some animal friendly features to your garden.
Check out the bug hotels, hedgehog houses, butterfly feeders (and more!) at the bottom of the page, or visit
https://www.wildlifewatch.org.uk/ or https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/actions for more!
Resources: Check the instructions sheets before you start
Outcome: Attract more wildlife to your garden! Do something for others / Get physically active / Learn new skills
Time: 1-2 hours (depending on choice of craft)

For more information, you will find a resource sheet on The Chantry School website/ Covid19 information/ Wednesday Wellbeing Event/ Geography
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History
Activity 1: Create a family tree
Resources: You will need some colouring pencils/pens and plain paper.
Time: 1-2 hours
Activity: Create your own family tree, a family tree is a diagram representing generations of families and
how they are linked throughout the years. A family tree is a fantastic opportunity for you to get in contact
with your loved ones and find out your family history. A family tree can include names, birth dates, marriage dates and pictures. Family trees can be simple and just include your close family members, or they
can go back many generations to enable you to see where you came from, who your ancestors were and
how you are related to them.

*

*

*

Actibity 2: Design your own coat of arms/family crest
Resources: You will need some colouring pencils/pens and plain paper.
Time: Approximately 1 hour.
Activity: Family crests and coats of arms are powerful family symbols passed down through generations.
Knights would have coats of arms on their shields as part of their outfits. They date all the way back to the
1100s, when they were worn over armour during battles and tournaments. Your task is to design your own
coat of arms for your family/friends.
Designs for coats of arms included four main things:

•

A shield divided into sections. Each section would have an image in it that had something to do with
the family the coat of arms was made for.

•

On either side of the shield, there might be objects or animals - such as lions - that look as if they're
holding it up. These are known as supporters.

•

Above the shield was a helmet and a crest. A crest is a special object worn on top of a helmet to help
identify who's wearing it.
Below the shield was a phrase, called a motto, about the person's beliefs.
If you would like to download a template to use, you can find one on the English Heritage site—Design
your own coat of arms | English Heritage (english-heritage.org.uk)
Activity 3: Worcester Heritage Walk

*

*

*

Resources: You can download the map (optional) Worcester Heritage Walk | Museum of Royal Worcester
Time: 1-2 hours.
Activity: Go on your own heritage walk, what can you find in your local area which is related to history?
You may want to walk along the city walls. Alternatively, you can use the map created by the Museum of
Royal Worcester. It would be fantastic if you take photos, whilst on your walk, to share with your History
teachers.
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Maths
Activity 1: Make a modular origami cube
Use origami to create a cube from 6 paper ‘modules’
For a step by step guide on how to make a modular cube- please see:
The Chantry School website/ Covid19 information/ Wednesday Wellbeing Event/ Maths

Outcome: a neat origami cube- 6 faces, 12 edges, 8 vertices, and no gaps!
Resources: 6 square pieces of paper, any size, as long as they are square!
-step by step help sheet
Time: This task will take less than one hour to complete

*

*

*

Activity 2: Find examples of, or create Maths in Nature
Go for a walk (approximately 1.5 hours) and look very closely at your surroundings. Find examples of
Maths, you are looking for shapes, symmetry, patterns etc. You may want to
create your own mathematical picture using items that you find outside.
Resources: Using a camera or phone, take photos of the items you find/
create and upload them.
Possible outcomes: Photos of buildings with different architecture. A collection of symmetrical plants
A collection of different shaped road signs. Something you have made using
things you found outside

*

*

*

Activity 3: Lego Maths
Use lego or hamabeads to create something mathematical! Ideas can be found on The Chantry School
website/Covid 19 information/Wednesday Wellbeing Event/Maths
After your creation, take a photo and send in to school.

*

*

*

Activity 4: Maths related games
Choose a maths related board game/card game/puzzle that you have at home to the play with someone in
your household. There are some ideas on The Chantry School website/Covid 19 information/Wednesday
Wellbeing Event/Maths. Alternatively, if you do not have any board games or cards you might create a
mathematical game of your own to play with someone in your house.

*

*

*

Activity 5: Create the countdown game
Step 1: Create 4 large number cards (25, 50, 75 and 100) place face down and mix up.
Step 2: Create cards for numbers 1 -10, place face down and mix up, making sure you have at least 2
cards for each number.
Step 3: Players take it in turns to select one of the big number cards or one of the small number cards, until
there are 6 cards laid out all together.
Step 4: Someone who is playing the game needs to generate a 3-digit number. This can be by throwing a
dice, or selecting cards from the pile of 1 -10.
Step 5: Once the number has been generated, turn over the six cards and players have to try and get to
that total using any of the six number cards and any of the four operations.
Each card can only be used once and the winner is the first person to reach the total, or the player who is
closest after a set length of time.
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MFL
Activity 1: Cooking a meal from France/Germany
Students can prepare a traditional dish or meal from either country. They will need to research their recipe
but here are some examples:
France: croque monsieur, crepes, onion soup
Germany: Sauerkraut, potato salad, Black Forest gateau
It would be great if they could also find some recipes from other French/German speaking countries!
Time: 30mins - 1hour
Outcome: students need to take a photo of their dish along with a short description of the meal and where
it is from
Advice: may need parents/carers to help with this, especially if recipes are complicated

Activity 2: Walking bingo

* * *

Students will be given a list of things in French/German to find either on a family walk or within their home.
Time: 20-30 mins
Outcome: students must take a photo of each of the items, if they items are in their house, they could use
post it notes to label these
Advice: students don't have to go for a walk, and if they are likely to be walking unaccompanied, should
consider the activity indoors

Activity 3: Great Language challenge

* * *

Students will have a list of activities to complete in French or German (separate document), they will need
to choose a minimum of 5 to complete (activities include things such as researching famous people from
that country).
Time: 30 mins-1 hour
Outcome: students must make a poster or write answers in their books
Activity 4: Create calligrams

* * *

Students will create calligrams of key vocabulary, arranging it with colours and different fonts.
Outcome: take pictures of work
Time: 30 mins- 45 mins
Advice: research other calligrams online to find good examples to use as a model
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MUSIC
Activity 1: Connect with other people
Hold a family Karaoke night. You will need to use karaoke versions of songs to sing along to. You can use
a hairbrush for a mic, perhaps ask your family or friends to give feedback in the style of Simon Cowell.

* * *
Activity 2: Be physically active

Create a dance routine to your favourite song, you could then teach your dance moves to a friend or
member of your family.

* * *
Activitiy 3: Pay attention to the moment
Create a set of song lyrics based on the current situation. This could be in thanks to the NHS, a song
about togetherness or perhaps a wish for the future.
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PE
Activity 1: Nature scavenger hunt
Take a walk and try to find as many items on
the list as possible. Take a camera with you
so that you can take pictures and create a
collage of all your entries.
Resources: Wellies/boots, warm coat, small bag for drinks, camera, Scavenger hunt list.
Time:1-2 hours

Activity 2: Get crafty

* * *

Create an item for your garden which could help the local wildlife:
It could be a bird box, bug hotel, hedgehog house, bird feeder…use your imagination.
Resources: Old/used items from your house/garden; string/glue/scissors/toilet rolls/sticks/garden cane /
old bits of wood
Time: 1.5-2 hours depending on you build and where you get your materials from

Activity 3: Sports Photography

* * *

Take an action photograph of yourself doing something sport related. You may need to use the delay/timer
function or enlist the help of a family member.
Consider using some special effects (depends what is on your camera/phone). Consider whether you want
yourself or the object(s) in the photo to be blurred. Consider colour, black and white or any of the extra
effects that you may have at your fingertips.
Resources: Camera/Smart Phone— Optional: tripod/stand/clamp/something to prop your camera or
phone up with.
Time: 1 hour depends on expertise and your intended location.

* * *

Activity 4: Play a game – play a family favourite – You can make it interesting by swapping some of the
stations for activities (think circuit exercises or funny challenges) OR make your own game/challenge
Create a new game to have fun with other family members, create a challenge and spend time together.
Using either a board game you already have or by making your own, play a fun family game.
OR find some old plastic bottle and part fill with water, get some pairs of rolled up sock and create your
own skittles/coconut shy. You could use toilet rolls or empty packaging.
Create a target game with rolled up socks and bins/pans/boxes.
How creative can you be? – take a photo of your game.
Resources: Board game OR to make or adapt your own. Card/ pens/ paper / dice / plastic bottles / socks /
targets (bins, pans,etc) / toilet rolls
Time: 1-2 hours
Please see The Chantry School website/Covid 19 information/ Wednesday Wellbeing event/ PE
for further resource sheets
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RPE
Activity 1:
Make a phone call to a relative – Grandparents, Aunties, Uncles, cousins - to ask them their opinion
of one of life’s big questions. There are many to choose from! What do they think the meaning of life
is? How do they think the universe began? Does God exist? Is there life after death? Do they believe
in spirits? Have they had any experiences that inform their beliefs? You could choose an ethical issue
that we have studied too, for example, what is their opinion of the death penalty? Make sure you explain your ideas to them in your conversation too.
Time: 30mins+

Evidence: Bullet point the main points of your conversation. What did you find most interesting about
your conversation? Did you agree or disagree? Why do you think this is?

* * *
Activity 2:
Based on the Hindu practice of Yoga as a pathway to moksha, follow our 4-step guide to recreate
your own version of this meditative experience.
Time: 1 hour+
Evidence: Draw a picture to show how it made you feel or write a paragraph to describe your
experience. What did you enjoy about it? What was the most difficult part? How did it make you feel?
Would you try it again? Why/why not?

* * *
Activity 3:
Task: Remind yourself of the beauty apparent in the natural world all around us and the connections
in all life by taking the time to create a nature mandala.
Time: 1- 2 hours (depends if you go for a nice walk!)
Evidence: Take a picture of your completed nature mandala. You might choose to describe your
thoughts behind your chosen design or perhaps how it made you feel to gather the materials and
create the mandala. Why did you choose the materials you did? Why did you choose the design you
did? Why did you choose those colours? Do they represent or symbolise something for you?

* * *
Please see The Chantry School website/Covid 19 information/ Wednesday Wellbeing event/ RPE
for further resource sheets
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Science
Activity 1: Nature study:
Design a route around your garden or local area.
Design and draw a map.
Make a key to show the various features on the route.
Pick 5 locations, at each draw a field sketch, draw the key features of the view and annotate to show what
is there. For plants that you do not know, describe what they look like. Colour, size and texture. Any evidence of animals, prints, droppings etc also add to your map. Comparison on second wellbeing activity is
possible and also comparison with data collected by other pupils in different locations.

Resources: paper/pens/pencils
Time: 1 1/2 - 2hrs duration. Design a route around your garden or local area.
Activity 2: Observation walk:

* * *

Pick 5 locations outside in your garden or local area. At each, listen for 5 mins to get used to what is there
and for what is there to get used to you. Then repeat for another 5 mins, but this time record what you
hear, see and feel. This can then be repeated on the second wellbeing activity to allow for comparison.
Resources: paper//pens/pencils
Time: 1 1/2 - 2hrs duration.

* * *
Activity 3: Helping wildlife:

Build a bug hotel or winter bird feeder to help wildlife in your local area. For the bird feeder lard, bird seed
and peanuts - unsalted is needed. For the bug hotel stack up twinges, bark, grass into sheltered and protected places to give a habitat for insects.
Time: depends on how adventurous you are.
Useful websites:
Bug hotel advice from Natural History Museum:
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/how-to-make-insect-hotel-ladybird-lodge.html
Bird feeder advice from Natural History Museum:
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/how-to-make-a-bird-feeder.html
Wildlife trust feeding birds advice:
https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/actions/how-feed-birds-your-garden
Woodland trust wildlife calendar so pupils can have an idea of what should be happening and when.
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/visiting-woods/things-to-do/natures-calendar
Worcestershire wildlife trust has a good resource for extension activities for pupils who wanted to do more:
https://www.worcswildlifetrust.co.uk/doorstep-wildlife/wildlife-investigators
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Generic Wellbeing Activities
Write a letter to a friend or relative you cannot see over lockdown. Share with
them details of your lockdown experience. Make plans with them for seeing them
after lockdown if possible. Post letter.
Time: 1 hour Outcome- hopefully receive a reply
Organise and cook a theme-based meal: Ask for help from the family members
that do not normally cook. Keep it simple:- fajitas, pasta with homemade sauce or
curry.

Outcome - positive shared experience
Make a family playlist: Every family member comes up with five songs. Play at a
family meal.
Outcome - positive shared experience
Learn how to do box breathing, it doesn't take much time and is useful as a
stress management tool for all ages Box breathing: The Military Secret Ritualize (20 mins)
Outcome - reduces stress, promotes wellbeing
Nature walk: find three different trees, photograph and identify once home,
apps available
Plant and Tree Identification - Bing images
You can do the same with birds. Outcome - physical activity
Practise yoga at home: Bribe, beg cajole a family member to do it with you. Not
necessarily screen based but Adrienne gives great guidance at all levels
https://yogawithadriene.com
Outcome - reduces stress, promotes wellbeing, physical flexibility, and strength
Family hike/cycle: Plan the route, try somewhere different, include some hills
Outcome - physical exercise, shared family experience
Start a jigsaw: If possible, leave it out somewhere prominent. Everybody will
contribute, I promise
Outcome - promotes wellbeing, share family activity
Baking activities: Again, keep it simple - rocky road (sets in the fridge so really
easy), flapjacks, Victoria sponge. Organise an afternoon tea, make scones, buy
clotted cream and jam. Bread? Soda bread is the easiest as it doesn't need
yeast.
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